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Do you have a trouble deciding whether 
to prefer swimming to relaxation? 
Would you like to work on your condition 
and relax as well? Do you like the swim 
spa and also the spa? There is no need 
to worry about the decision and cut 
down your desires. Enjoy both 
in one unique combination.

Swim spa together with Combi SpaiN forms a unique unit, a perfect 
relaxation zone and complex home wellness centre. It provides 
an amazing combination of sport and regeneration. It is just up to you 
if you feel like swimming in the swim spa or enjoying a massage in 
Combi SpaiN. There is no rush; you can have both in the convenience 
of your own home. 

SWIM SPA 
& COMBI SPAiN 
… RESOLVING YOUR DILEMMA
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BREAKTHROUGH IN WELLNESS 

The original and patent protected concept of USSPA, who was the first in the 
world to introduce such ideal combination of swim and massage spa in 2007. 

Combi SpaiN has a shape of a letter L, which enables it to be attached to 
swim spa. It can be variably placed to any corner on the step side of 
swim spa according to the possibilities and specifics of the installation 
area. Thanks to the connecting steps, you can comfortably move from 
swim spa to spa and vice versa. Swim spa and Combi SpaiN can be 
placed simply in a wooden cabinet on a reinforced surface or installed
it in the ground. Semi in-ground installation is another practical option.

Despite the fact that swim spa and Combi SpaiN are a perfect combination, 
they remain independent. Thanks to the separated technology you can set 
lower water temperature for swimming in swim spa and keep a hot bath 
in the Combi SpaiN at an ideal level for hydromassage. Both can be used 
without any limits throughout the whole year, whether inside or outside. 

A perfect set with elegant design and many built-in practical  
features complies with the requirements of modern architecture  
and contemporary lifestyle. 
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Combi SpaiN, despite its unique external 
shape and specific options of connection 
to swim spa, is primarily a spa providing 
perfect hydrotherapy identically to the 
best models of USSPA | privat. Thanks 
to water and air jets installed in specific 
hydrotherapy sets, Combi SpaiN provides 
a real complex massage. In each position, 
you can continually regulate the massage 
intensity by Boost ControliN to achieve 
a pleasant massage.

Each lounger and seat is equipped with 
a different therapeutic jet set focusing on 
specific body parts. While in the spa you 
just move from place to place in order to 
experience a relaxing complex massage…

MASSAGING 
POSITIONS  
IN COMBI SPAiN

FanComplexiN

The fan massage of important muscle
parts on the back utilizes one of the
classic massage techniques – fan
friction. It is a relaxing massage with
circular movements performed by
a set of rotating jets in our spa. 

XComplexiN

The point massage of jets located
in a cross shape affects the lower
back area which is the most loaded
part of the back. It loosens the muscle
parts in the area of lower limbs and
torso connection, important for
correct body posture.

ShiatsuComplexiN

The point massage Shiatsu comprises of
direct jets for pressure effects on shiatsu

points in the area of meridian yang 
(meridians are the channels where life 

energy flows, according to the traditional 
eastern medicine). The method is based on 

symmetrical point pressure effects, which 
disperse energy from the location where it 
is accumulated and adds it to the area with 
its insufficiency; the goal of the massage is 

to balance the right and left side, restore the 
overall balance, harmony and health.

LegComplexiN

The combination of pairs of point water
jets and air jets provides massage from
buttocks to the thighs and calves up to
the soles of the feet. The simulation of
the reflection points on the soles has

relaxing effects on the whole body. 
There are two different loungers 

with various jet sets, which 
complement each other.


